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This thesis presents the design and implementation of a Data Processing Toolbox to 
process and reconstruct the information acquired by different PET scanners. The 
Toolbox is divided in three processes: generate realistic list-mode files, histogram list-
mode data sets and reconstruct sinograms into 3D images. 
The first process produces list-mode data from numerical phantoms. This tool is useful 
in the early stages of developing a PET scanner because permits to process the Toolbox 
performance when there is not available data. The list-mode file real appearance is due 
to the bootstrapping and shuffling tools. In addition, the bootstrapping function, which 
calculates statistically similar sinograms than the acquired, can be used for results reali-
zations and phantom measurements. The second process histograms events from differ-
ent PET scanners into sinograms. The adaptability to the different scanners is related to 
the Radon transform dependence with the scanners geometry and format. The third pro-
cess corrects, rebins and reconstructs sinograms into 3D images. In order to avoid arte-
facts, different methods have been used to correct the sinograms based on the quantifi-
cation of events. A rebinning method was selected to work with 3D data due to the 
computational time decrease and the use of 2D algorithms for the image reconstruction. 
This method transforms the 3D data to 2D where the information contained in the 
oblique planes is added to the transaxial planes. The Maximum Likelihood Expectation 
Maximization (MLEM) iterative algorithm has been used for the reconstruction of the 
sinograms into the image domain. 
The proper Toolbox functionality was demonstrated by numerical simulations and data 
from two real PET scanners. The numerical phantom and real data are in the two PET 
data recording options: list-mode file and sinogram data formats. In addition, the eval-
uation of the Toolbox efficiency is presented studying the parameter dependency with 
the executing time of the functions. 
As a conclusion, this thesis describes a useful Toolbox for a PET scanner development 
and use. The proposed Toolbox can be used for different scanners due to its adaptability 
to the scanner geometry. Moreover, due to the Toolbox modularity, the functions can be 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 
Since ancient times evolution of the medicine has been tremendous, especially in the 
last century [1]. This is due to the discovery of the X-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen 
in 1895 [2] and a spontaneous reaction with the use of Uranium by Henri Becquerel in 
1896 [3]. Marie Curie called this reaction as radioactivity and presented in 1903 [4] a 
study that describes this phenomenon for additional radioactive elements as thorium, 
polonium and radium. Note that these radioactive elements were used in radiotherapy 
for treating some diseases through intravenous injection as it is collected in a Frederick 
Proescher’s study in 1913 [5].  
However, it wasn’t until 1934 when Irene Curie and Frederic Joliot produced artifi-
cially the first radioisotope as well as studied the reaction of an unstable radioisotope 
that decays by positron emission [6]. These discoveries, added to the invention of the 
Lawrence’s cyclotron in 1932 [7], were the most significant milestones to define the 
origin of the Nuclear Medicine. Nonetheless, it took another 30 years until the radionu-
clides were produced for medical use. The use of radionuclides has varied depending on 
the purpose and medical imaging technique utilized. Currently, the most commonly 
used are Thallium-201, Fluorine-18, Iodine-131, Oxygen-15, Nitrogen-13, Carbon-11, 
or Rubidium-87 [8]. 
Medical imaging techniques were developed to capture images or processes that oc-
cur inside the body in the least invasive manner as possible. According to the source and 
the physical properties of the tissue, the medical imaging techniques can be differentiat-
ed in two groups: anatomical/structural or functional images. Some medical devices that 
provide anatomical images are: Electron Microscopy (EM) discovered in 1931 [9], Ul-
traSonography (US) in 1949 [10], Planar X-Ray Imaging in 1957 [11], Mammography 
(MMG) in 1969 [12], X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) in 1972 [13] and Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) in 1977 [14]. On the other hand, some functional imaging 
modalities are: Positron Emission Tomography (PET) discovered during the 1970s [15], 
Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) in 1980 [16], and functional-
MRI (f-MRI) discovered in 1990 [17]. Furthermore, these techniques can be classified 
based on the use of ionized or non-ionized radiation as well as external or internal 
sources.  
The external sources release radiation through the object to be imaged and detectors 
situated behind the object collect the information received, which is radiation attenuated 
by tissues. Some methods that use external ionized radiation are: EM, Planar X-Ray 
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Imaging, CT or MMG. In contrast with the methods based on external ionized radiation, 
the methods based on external non-ionized radiation transmit energy through the object 
and collect the information by reflection. One example of non-ionized radiation method 
is ultrasonography. 
Internal ionized radiation is produced by radionuclides introduced inside the object, 
intravenously or orally. Then external detectors capture the emitted ionized radiation as 
in PET or SPECT. This thesis is concentrating in PET technology. 
First positron scanning machine developed by Gordon L. Brownell in 1953 [18], 
evolved from the commercial Emission Computed Axial Tomograph (ECAT) model, 
designed by Dr. Phelps and Dr. Hoffman in 1978 [19], into current PET scanners. Some 
examples of PET scanners are: current MRI compatible pre-clinical PET scanner 
(COMPET) [20] and Inveon PET scanner from Siemens [21]. Both scanners have been 
used in this Master thesis work. COMPET model is a research project dedicated to build 
a high resolution, high sensitivity and MRI compatible PET scanner. Inveon PET scan-
ner offers high resolution and sensitivity delivering high-quality images and optimal 
results. The major differences between scanners are in the design of the scanner, rota-
tion of the multi-crystals detection system, use of a dual-head Anger PET camera, or 
application of cylinder PET systems [22].  
Due to the computational complexity of tomographic techniques, tomographic im-
age acquisition processes need a model to create an image. In this model, the data asso-
ciated with the cross-sectional scans of an object is reflected. This is fulfilled with the 
Radon Transform (RT), which was developed in 1917 by Johann Radon [23]. Currently, 
other methods can be used for the acquisition of the projected data. Analytical or itera-
tive approaches can be used in order to reconstruct the images into the spatial domain. 
The objective of this thesis is to process, correct and reconstructs the information 
acquired by PET scanners into images in the spatial domain. A Toolbox was created 
with three main sections for this purpose, one per each data manipulation task. A func-
tionality of this Toolbox is to be used for the development of an innovative PET scanner 
prototype, the Axial PET (AX-PET), based on the new technology developed at the 
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) [24]. In this novel approach, the 
scintillator crystals are placed axially along the Field Of View (FOV), instead of placing 
them radially in the tomograph. This modification increases the axial resolution and 
sensitivity reducing the number of crystals needed.   
In order to test the Toolbox functions numerical simulations and real List-Mode 
(LM) data, from PET scanners as Inveon or pre-clinical as COMPET, have been used. 
These tests ensure that any LM data that accomplishes the standard requirements can be 
processed and reconstructed by this Toolbox. 
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The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents a theoretical background de-
fining and describing the concepts of PET and the methods used in this work for the 
simulation of the acquisition of projection data, simulation of noise, modelling the pro-
jected data into sinograms and the correction, processing and reconstruction from paral-
lel projections of the original image for 2D or 3D. Then, Chapter 3 presents the imple-
mentation of the Toolbox for achieving the thesis work objectives. Chapter 4 explains 
computations based on virtual data and experiments using real data from COMPET and 
Inveon scanners that have been processed to demonstrate the behaviour of the Toolbox 
created. The results obtained from the simulations and experiments are given in Chapter 
5. The Chapter 6 discusses about the results obtained during the thesis work. Finally, 






























2. POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY  
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a nuclear medical imaging technique based 
on the visualization of functional processes inside the patient body in cross-sections or 
planes [25]. These sections combined, ordered and processed produce 3D figures where 
different functional processes can be detected. This is due to the uptake of radionuclides 
by organs and tissues.  
The numbers of medical applications for this technique are extensive due to the pos-
sibility to conduct functional and molecular imaging processes in vivo and the capabil-
ity to be used in different fields.  
The oncology field is the most used and developed for this technique. This imaging 
modality allows the detection of metabolic alterations in tumour cells, common for neo-
plastic cells. This detection allows the diagnosis, calculation of the stage and restaging 
various cancer types as lymphoma, melanoma, colorectal cancer, lung cancer and breast 
cancer [26].  
In neurology, PET allows to estimate the metabolism, quantification of blood flow 
and receptor binding. These facts permit to improve the diagnosis, calculate the disease 
progression and the treatment response of some neurological disorders as parkinsonian 
syndromes, epilepsy, dementia, tumoral cells in the brain or ischaemic stroke [27].   
Other medical fields as cardiology or psychiatry use this imaging technique to detect 
pathologies or diagnose infections [28]. In the future, this modality is intended to be 
commonly used due to the low radiation dose and the quality of the images. For that 
reason, the actual state of the investigations is not only focused in improving the sensi-
tivity and quality of the image modifying the hardware of the PET scanner. It is also 
attempting to reduce one of the main limitations and disadvantage, the high cost for the 







2.1. Physics of PET measurement 
The detection and measurement of radiation is based on the interaction of radioac-
tive particles with the matter. The objective of a Tomographic Imaging System (TIS) is 
to detect the amount of ionized radiation emitted by the radionuclides inside the object 
to be measured.  
In order to achieve this aim, first the subject has to be positioned inside the FoV of 
the PET scanner. An injection of a tracer compound with positron emitting radionuclide 
has to be injected to the patient. The radionuclide is incorporated into biological com-
pounds used by the body known as radiotracers. The selection of the radionuclide de-
pends on the metabolic activity to be detected. When the nuclide decays, due to the ex-
cess of protons, a proton inside the nucleus is converted into a neutron, neutrino and 
positron. The positron travels among the tissue for a short distance losing the kinetic 
energy until almost all the energy is dissipated. This distance depends on the isotope 
and tissue but normally is less than 1mm [30]. At this moment, the positron is able to 
interact with an electron producing annihilation. As it can be seen in Figure 2.1, each 
annihilation produces two photons of 511 keV that travel in opposite directions.  
 
 
Figure 2.1. Creation of γ ray process and detection by scintillators around the FoV 
[31].  
 
The detectors are placed radially forming a ring around the FoV of the scanner. To 
generate 3D images more than one ring laid near each other are needed. One of the in-
novative characteristics of the novel prototype under development is the configuration 
of the scintillator crystals, instead to be located radially are axially, aligned parallel to 
the axis of the scanner. This configuration has as major advantage the independence 
between the sensitivity and spatial resolution.  
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The γ radiation interacts with the detectors emitting scintillation or flashes of light 
after absorbing the photons detected at certain Time of Flight (ToF). The ToF correlates 
two photons detected at certain time difference into the annihilation position in refer-
ence with the Field of View (FoV) centre. The detected photons are determined as ‘true 
events’ because they are supposed to come from the same annihilation. The coincidence 
events are linked by a virtual Line of Response (LoR) at 180° from each photon [32]. 
The light produced is converted into electrical pulse or signal by a PhotoMultiplier 
(PM) tube [33]. The pulse is processed to improve the result and reduce the external 
interferences from the signal. This is done by a linear amplifier and a Pulse Height Ana-
lyser (PHA) to convert the signal into counts [34].  
The information obtained is converted into the projection domain using the Radon 
Transform. Noise and imperfections affect the projected data. The acquired data is 
saved into sinograms, which are processed until are reconstructed in spatial domain im-




















 (Spatial Domain) 
RECONSTRUCTED DATA
 
Figure 2.2. PET imaging technique process [35]. 
 
2.2. Measuring the coincidence annihilation events 
The collections of the photon pairs, events between detector pairs, are stored in files. 
This information has to be processed in order to reconstruct the image scanned. To 
achieve this purpose, the values stored in the files have to be first converted into sino-
grams using a parallel projection algorithm.  
For the development of this thesis, numerical models have been used to test the 
functions as Shepp-Logan phantom and images captured with other PET scanner, as 
Inveon and COMPET.  
In this section the models and methods used for obtaining of the sinograms are go-
ing to be explained in more detail.  
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2.2.1. List-Mode file 
The acquired data in PET is stored in two main ways: using List-Mode (LM) recon-
struction algorithms or by histogramming events into a sinogram during the acquisition 
process. The second method, histogram-mode data acquisition is a static method that 
limits some parameters of the sinograms making their modification impossible once the 
acquisition process is finished. Additionally, this rigidity in the data has an economical 
effect, each frame will have an unmodifiable information content and cost [36]. For this 
reason, in the actual PET scanners a LM based reconstruction method is predominantly 
used [37].  
A LM file is a flexible format to store the data. According with the objective of the 
study, this information will be further processed and reconstructed using different algo-
rithms and statistical methods.  
The data is composed by the coordinates of the coincidence events in a sequential 
data stream or random order. In addition information as the scattered, attenuated or 
normalized photons or time and energy of each event can be stored for future data cor-
rections. 
When the number of coincidence events is low, the resolution of the scanner cannot 
be appreciated. On the other hand, when the number of events increases, the sensitivity 
of the scanner can be determined.  
 
2.2.2. Radon Transform 
The Radon Transform (RT) is an integral transform used in image processing for the 
reconstruction of tomographic medical scans. According to Peter E.Valk it can be de-
fined as ‘the standard parameterization of 2D and 3D PET data into sinograms’ [38]. 
The RT maps the Cartesian rectangular coordinates x and y to a distance r and an angle 
ϕ. The value r is the distance between the LOR and the center of the coordinate system, 
and the angle ϕ determines the orientation of the LOR.  
The application of RT to an image I(x,y) can be interpreted as the collection of the 
projected image along a given set of angles, as for example between 1º to 180º. The 
result is the sum of intensities for the pixels in each direction, creating a new image R(r, 
ϕ) where the position of the events is in the sinogram space [39]. 
 The equation (1) represents this transformation, where δ is the Dirac delta function. 
 








Following Figure 2.3 depicts the RT of I(x,y) based on parallel projections. The rep-
resentation of the object will be different according with the angle and subsequently the 
values obtained in this direction. The values represent the number of emissions that oc-
cur along these lines for each angle. When the values obtained are represented in the 
projection domain, the image turns into a sinogram. 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Radon Transform of I(x,y) based on Parallel Projections [40]. 
 
2.2.3. Sinograms 
According to Turkington [41] a sinogram is a method of storing and viewing raw 
PET data. A sinogram is a representation in 2D of the information obtained by the pro-
jections applied during the RT. In other words, it is a data array of the angle versus the 
displacement. The sinograms are composed of sine waves which represent the object 
scanned during the tomographic process. When the object is more complex, the sine 
waves can overlap each other containing the data information.  
The Figure 2.4 shows a CT data obtained for different angles after the acquisition 
procedure, displayed as a sinogram. The information contained in the sinogram is con-
verted into an image of the object scanned using reconstruction algorithms. In this case, 
the result is an abdomen cross-sectional image of the subject submitted to the CT scan. 
 
Figure 2.4. Reconstruction of a CT Sinogram into an object [42].  
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2.2.4. Imaging evaluation techniques 
The imaging evaluation techniques are based on phantoms created for the study and 
performance evaluation of methods and algorithms due to the result knowledge. This 
facilitates the visualization of the behaviour before and after the application of different 
techniques and image reconstruction algorithms. The phantoms improve quantitatively 
and qualitatively the evaluation of the techniques applied. 
The Shepp-Logan (SL) phantom is a test method based on a numerical model. The 
SL phantom represents a plane of a human head containing different shapes and sizes 
inside. This is appropriate to detect the accuracy and resolution of the reconstruction 
methods. Usually, this method is used for tomography, because it generates an image to 
test the accuracy of 2D reconstruction algorithms[43]. 
Another phantom that can be used for the same purposes is the Shepp-Logan Modi-
fied. The difference with SL phantom is that the intensities on the phantom have been 
modified to produce higher contrast. This effect improves the resolution of the phantom 
resolution. 
2.3. Histogramming positioning events 
Histogramming is the representation of the detector coordinates within the sinogram. In 
order to obtain the coordinates of the detected events inside a PET scanner, some trigo-
nometric equations need to be calculated. 
Following Figure 2.5 depicts the field of views of the scanner in green, and detector 
rings position in black. When an event is detected by the rings, a process has to be fol-
lowed to calculate the scanner coordinates related to the event in the scanner. 
 
 




In the following sections, we are separate the process into two parts: from event co-
ordinates to sinogram, and from the sinogram bins to event coordinates. The second part 
is needed because because when there is not available data, as in the first stages of the 
PET development, virtual data is used to test the program performance.  
 
2.3.1. Histogramming from coordinates to sinogram domain 
If an event has been detected by the rings, the LOR will link the coordinates of emit-
ted radiation counts detected at the same time, red points in the Figure 2.6. To transform 
these values into sinogram bins, the radial and angular positions must be calculated. The 
radial position, ro, is the perpendicular distance between the LOR and the point de-
signed as centre of the scanner. On the other hand, the angular position, ϕ, is the angle 
between the LOR in relation with the coordinates axis. These definitions can be repre-
sented with the formulas (2) and (3) correspondingly, see Figure 2.6.  
                                                                   (2) 
       (
     
     
)                                                   (3) 
For the angular approach (3), all the values are known but not for the radial position 
(2). We can use the values Xa and Ya to calculate ra, being the hypotenuse of the triangle 
formed by the coordinates which base Xa and height Ya. 
   √  
    
                                                     (4) 
The next unknown value to be calculated is α. This can be solved by estimating the 
values of the angles belonging to the triangle formed by the LOR, the perpendicular line 
parallel to y axis and the transection with x axis. The sum of the mentioned angles is 
180 degrees. The estimation can be seen in the equation (5): 
              
             
                                                             (5) 
The angle ϕ is a value known in contraposition with β which correspondence is: 
       
  
  
                                                        (6) 
Substituting (3) and (6) into the equation (5) can be solved the value of α which de-
pends now on the known coordinate values.  
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Replacing the value of α obtained from the equation (7) and ra from (4) into (2): 
   (√  
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))                                                           
Will give as a result: 
   (√  
    
 )    (     
  
  
      (
     
     
))                    (8)                                                      
 
Figure 2.6. Coordinate system to transform detector coordinates into sinogram bin 
coordinates.  
This is the trigonometric way to obtain the radial and angular position of each event 
in the sinogram. However, there is a second manner to calculate these positions: by us-
ing the vectorial approach. 
The vectorial approach is based on the distance from a point to a line, where the line 
is the LOR, see Figure 2.6, the point is the centre of coordinates and the distance is the 
perpendicular from the point to the line, ro. The distance of the LOR from a point (9) is 
the vector a (10), that is the difference between a reference point in the line, Xa and Ya, 
that can be represented as P1 (11), and another point which lies on the line, P2 (12).  
 (     )  ( ⃗    )  [( ⃗    )      ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗]      ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗              (9) 
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 ⃗                                                                 (10) 
   (     )                                                       (11) 
   (     )                                                       (12) 
The unit vector u of the LOR for a point (13), is a vector which magnitude is equal 
to 1. In this specific case, the unit vector can be simplified (14), because the point P3 
with coordinates X3 and Y3, is defined to be at the centre of the coordinates.  
    ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗  
|(     )    (     )    [(     ) (     )]|
√(     )  (     ) 
                       (13) 
    ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  
|(     ) (     )|
√(     )  (     ) 
                                        (14) 
The distance vector ro (15) is obtained simplifying the equation (9) for the case 
where P3 is (0,0) . Substituting the equation (10) at the equation (15) the distance can be 
divided into the components  ⃗ (16) and  ⃗ (17). 
 (     )   ⃗  | ⃗      ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ |      ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗                           (15) 
  (     )     |       ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ |      ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗        ⃗                (16) 
  (     )     |       ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ |      ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗         ⃗                (17) 
Finally, to obtain the value of the distance from the LOR to the origin, ro (18), the 
magnitude has to be calculated applying the modulus to the orthogonal and rectangular 
vectors components  ⃗ and  ⃗. 
    (     )  √(  (     ))
 
 (  (     ))
 
                   (18) 
To solve this equation, the result of the equation (14) has to be added to the equa-
tions (16) and (17) and substitute them into ro (18).  
In order to calculate the orientation one has to define in which quadrant the event is 
detected, see Table 2.1. For that purpose, depending on the values obtained in 






Table 2.1. Defining orientation of the radial position magnitude, ro. 
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Notice that these two methods, trigonometric and vectorial approaches have been 
used in this work. The vectorial approach has been used for the radial position calcula-
tion. The properties that provide this method, calculating the magnitude, orientation and 
positioning of each event, are valuable characteristics in order to avoid misplacements 
or the unwanted mirroring effect. The trigonometric approach has been used in any oth-
er case as for example to calculate the angular position ϕ.  
2.3.2. Histogramming from sinogram domain to coordinates 
There are cases when the radial, ro, and angular value, ϕ, are known and the objec-
tive is to obtain the coordinates X and Y. This occurs when the values are sinogram posi-
tions that have to be converted into LM coordinates. 
As it can be seen in the Figure 2.7.A, using the Pythagorean Theorem to approach 
the values X and Y, the value of ro, stated in the equation (18), is equal to the sum of the 
areas of the squares whose sides are the two cathetus.  





























Figure 2.7. A) Simplified model for detector ring and detectors. B) Cartesian coor-
dinate system whose origin is in the middle of field of view (FOV).  
 
At this point it is important to determine the reference axis according with the ge-
ometry of the scanner. In our case, the origin for the Cartesian coordinate system is in 
the middle of the scanner as can be seen in the Figure 2.7.B. The coordinates maximum 
value has to be limited according with the scanner inner space. If the scanner has a FOV 
where A=B, see Figure 2.7.B: MS (20) is the minimum distance from the center, and the 
maximum value, SZ, is the furthest point from the center (21). The value SZ corresponds 
with the radius of the scanner FOV. 
   
 
 
                                                            (20) 
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                                                    (21) 
Isolating one of the unknown values, X or Y, and delimiting the maximum distance 
possible (21) to the other, the coordinates for each event can be obtained. This asserts a 
relation between the scanner space and the sinogram to obtain the corresponding LM 
coordinates. The last detail to take into account is to define the direction of the events 
before applying the equations (19), (20) and (21). Notice that in the equations (16), (17), 
(18) and the Table 2.1, the vector model has been applied. In the previous method, to 
convert the coordinates into bins the magnitude and direction must be defined. In this 
case, to obtain satisfactory results in concordance with the previous calculations and to 
avoid misplacements or unwanted effects, the direction of the magnitude has to be cal-
culated. As can be seen in the Table 2.2, for each pair of events some magnitudes of Xa, 
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Xb, Ya or Yb are fixed. These values depend on the scanner FOV limits and the pair acti-
vated. For example, if one event has a LOR that reaches the crystals allocated in the 
segments B and D, the values known are from X coordinate axis, Xa and Xb. The denota-
tion depends on the relation of these points with the coordinate axis, being B in the neg-
ative part of X and D in the positive of our coordinates system, see Figure 2.7.B. 
Table 2.2. Detector coordinates direction correspondence. 







B - D              
A - D             
A - C              
D - C              
B - C               
A - B              
 
2.3.3. Histogramming the 3D case 
The 3D PET mode represents the object placed inside the scanner FOV in three di-
mensions. The result has higher sensitivity than the 2D case and lower statistical noise. 
The difference resides in the planes inclination. In the 2D case, the information acquired 
is the line integral data for all the planes perpendicular to the scanner. These planes are 
called direct planes. In a 3D PET scanner, oblique planes are added to the direct planes.  
The oblique planes represent the data that cross the direct planes with a certain inclina-
tion. 
 The preceding formulas can be used for the 2D or 3D cases, although for the 3D 
case, now that the angular and radial relation with the coordinates is a known value, the 
distribution among the z axis must be calculated. To calculate the plane position to 
which corresponds each coordinates Xa, Xb, Ya and Yb, it has to be calculated the spatial 
distribution. The Fig.2.8 indicates the spatial position of each sinograms between Za and 
Zb, (22).  
   
     
 
                                                       (22) 
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Figure 2.8. Coordinates in 3D to calculate the position according with spatial dis-
tribution.  
The value θ or oblique plane inclination has to be calculated in the 3D case. As it 
can be seen in the Figure 2.9 is the angle between Xa, Ya, Za with Xb, Yb, Zb and the x 
axis. It can be obtained with the formula below (23): 
  
|     |
√(     )  (     )  (     ) 
                                          (23) 
 
Figure 2.9. Coordinates in 3D to calculate θ in spatial domain. 
 
2.4. Further processing of the event information 
Due to the use of virtual data to test the functions as SL phantom or SLM phantom, 
the positions of the events from the sinogram into a LM file are ordered in a sequential 
manner. In order to create a more realistic result, the events have to be randomly sorted. 
To achieve that purpose, different techniques can be used as bootstrap or shuffle the 
events. 
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The bootstrap approach is a statistical method to determine the reconstruction meth-
ods accuracy based on experimental data. The results are as many different replications 
of the original data as determined [44]. In PET the bootstrap method is used to estimate 
statistical properties of the PET images. This can be done generating statistically differ-
ent datasets based on a few data samples [45]. The methods used can be nonparametric 
and parametric sinogram-based and LM based [46]. In our case, this method has been 
reinterpreted to realize as many data-sets and modify as many positions of events inside 
the data set as have been selected by the user.   
Due to the performance complexity of the bootstrapping tool and the addition of 
events during the replication process, we decided to shuffle the events inside the data 
set. The performance complexity increases the processing time needed to obtain accu-
rate results. Also the increment of events during the process adds unnecessary infor-
mation to the process. Shuffling the events, the positions are modified in a random 
manner without repeating events in a unique simulated LM data, recreating a real PET 
data, in shorter time. 
2.5. Sampling and Compression modes 
The number of samples corresponds with the sinogram bins. This value can be 
scaled according with a desired value. Furthermore, the number of sinograms can be 
reduced without losing too much essential information, decreasing the computational 
time needed to process the data. This can be done using compression methods.  
The rebinning methods are compression modes which functions are to reduce the si-
nogram data-sets in 3D data collection. To achieve this purpose, the oblique projections 
are added into the direct sinogram data-sets acquiring as a result a compilation of sino-
grams in 2D. Subsequently, 2D reconstruction techniques, analytical or iterative, can be 
used to each sinograms for the image reconstruction in the spatial domain. The selection 
of the rebinning algorithm method is important because it affects to the resolution and 
noise of the reconstructed image [47]. In our case, the Single Slice ReBinning (SSRB) 
method was chosen. 
The SSRB algorithm [48] is based on a basic approximation with acceptable accura-
cy. In this algorithm, an oblique LOR can be projected to the direct plane that is be-
tween two points of such LOR. Hence, the events from oblique sinograms are reposi-
tioned to the transaxial sinogram situated axially in the middle of the LOR. This process 
can be followed in the Figure 2.10. When an event is detected in a multiring scanner, it 
will be situated in a transaxial or an oblique sinogram bin according to θ value. After, 
the rebinning algorithm is applied to decrease the number of sinograms without losing 
substantial information. At this moment, the information is ready to be reconstructed 
into a 3D image.  
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This approximation is acceptable when the events are near the middle of the scanner 
axis and for small features [49]. Therefore, this method is satisfactory for the purpose of 
this thesis. 
 
Figure 2.10. Rebinning algorithm representation for multiring scanners [50]. 
 
2.6. Physical effects 
During the acquisition process some external disturbances influence the results. For 
that reason it is necessary to apply some correction methods. In order to apply these 
correction methods some physical effects detected during the process are needed: factor 
of attenuation, normalized data and an estimation of the scattered events.  
Firstly, the scattered events are the events that belong to the same annihilation but 
for different reasons lose energy and the direction is modified. Therefore, they can be 
linked by the scintillator detectors to be from the same annihilation. However, the LOR 
is not the correct one becoming as a false ‘true event’ [51]. On the other hand, the atten-
uation is an effect that represents the decrease of the gamma ray value. The energy pro-
duced in the annihilation is partially lost when the positron travels across the body and 
interacts with the tissues [52]. Finally, the normalization correction is based in the expo-
sition uniformly of all the detector pairs to a 511 keV photon source without a subject 
inside the FoV [53]. 
In our case, the equation used (24) shows that the true events are multiplied by the 
normalized bins and the scattered photons are subtracted. The result obtained is multi-
plied by the attenuation factor obtaining a corrected sinogram. 
          (                             )                      (24) 
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The random events are another physical effect which has to be corrected. The ran-
dom events occur when two gamma rays from different annihilations have a coinci-
dence timing window, range of time. The correction of the random events is already 
done by the modern scanners using a technique called delayed coincidence timing win-
dow. This technique saves the events with a coincidence timing window and a probabil-
ity of true events zero [54]. The result is subtracted to the true events.  
2.7. Image reconstructions from sinograms 
The 2D sinograms obtained after the application of the SSRB algorithm can be re-
constructed: by analytical reconstruction methods, as Filtered BackProjection (FBP); or 
using iterative reconstruction methods, as Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) 
or Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization (MLEM). 
The MLEM algorithm estimates the Maximum Likelihood (ML) in the presence of 
missing or hidden data. The ML algorithm can obtain a relation between new parame-
ters and the actual information. This means that after each iteration the data that is most 
likely to pertain to a sector of the image is going to be calculated. This iteration is done 
in two steps. The first step is to estimate the hidden parameters given the observed and 
actual data. Now the missing data is “known” and the ML is applied. The likelihood 
will increase after each iteration which means that is going to converge [55]. 
This method is based on stochastic variations in photon counts. For that reason it is 
used in medical devices that acquire images by photon emissions due to radionuclides 
as PET or SPET. This algorithm has as objective to calculate the radionuclide image 
detected by the external sensors [56]. 
To obtain images with higher quality, the number of iterations has to increase as can 
be seen in the Figure 2.11. Moreover, if some noise is added to the image when the 
number of iterations increases, the noise is enhanced and the image obtained is having 
typical check-board noise.  
 
Figure 2.11. Phantom reconstruction based on MLEM algorithm. 
 3. TOOLBOX IMPLEMENTATION  
In this section, the functions used by the Toolbox ‘PETSimulator’ are going to be ex-
plained. This Toolbox has been developed to simulate the behavior of a PET device. 
The ‘PETSimulator’ can be divided in three parts: generation of a LM data from virtual 
data, histogram LM data-sets, and correction, compression and reconstruction of sino-
grams. The main property and advantage of the Toolbox is the modularity of the inte-
grated functions. The functions can be used individually or as a block depending of the 
user needs. 
For the generation of LM data the function creates LM data-sets with the same 
structure as in real cases, based in a SL phantom. Other standard test images can be used 
to simulate images of an object inside the PET scanner FOV. 
In the case of histogram a LM, the function can read 2D and 3D LM data-sets of dif-
ferent formats and calculate the sinogram bins positions: radially, among the x axis; 
angularly, y axis; and spatially, in the z axis. 
The third block of our Toolbox corresponds with the sinogram correction, compres-
sion and reconstruction. This program uses different methods to correct, compress and 
reconstruct the sinogram bins angularly, radially and spatially. The objective is to obtain 
clearer images for better diagnostic or further investigations.  
 
3.1. Generation of a List-Mode data 
The first function of this Toolbox is a function that generates LM data files. The compu-
tational process, see Fig. 3.1, starts with the introduction of the parameters by the user, 
until obtaining of a LM file of events. The LM data set is based on the phantom image 






Addition of  noise
Mask according with the 
scanner geometry/gaps
Write event coordinates to 
file
Convert bins to 
coordinates
Randomize the event 
ordering
 
Figure 3.1. Block Diagram of the function GenerateListmode3D.m. 
In order to obtain these results, the function has to be called using the forthcoming 
line:   
[Nangbin,slices]=generateListmode3D( Nevents, Npix, Nang, noisy, 
planes, incl ) 
The user has to introduce some parameters: 
• Nevents, the total number of sinogram events. 
• Npix, the scanner FOV size. 
• Nang, the angular position of the sinogram. 
• noisy, the sinogram interferences. 
• planes, number of planes and mode of activation, 3D or 2D image. 
• incl, oblique planes inclination. 
After the user has given a numerical value to these variables, the remarkable process 
steps can be seen in the Figure 3.2. To understand these results, the process is going to 
be explained in detail. 
Input parameters: 
- Number of events. 
- Scanner FOV. 
- Angular position. 
- Noise. 
- Number of planes. 
- Inclination oblique planes. 
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Sinogram  Oblique plane -incl
Sinogram  Transaxial plane Sinogram  Oblique plane +incl Sinogram  Oblique plane -incl
Phantom  Transaxial plane Phantom  Oblique plane -incl
Sinogram  Transaxial plane Sinogram  Oblique plane +incl
Phantom  Oblique plane +incl
Radon Transform
Addition of noise, rounding events with bins, 
distribution selected by user and applying 
masks
Trigonometric and vectorial equations
Shuffling Coordinates
Coordinates
Xa Ya Za Xb Yb Zb
List-mode
Xa Ya Za Xb Yb Zb
 Shuffling Coordinates
Co t s
Xa Ya Za Xb Yb Zb
List- mode
Xa Ya Za Xb Yb Zb
 
Figure 3.2. Schematic of the function ‘generateListmode3D’. 
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 One important parameter is the selection of the planes by the variable planes. This 
input value determines if the image is in 2D or in 3D. If the number of planes is bigger 
than 1 then the user wants to simulate a 3D image, otherwise, the LM obtained is going 
to be for a 2D simulation.  
In the 2D case, the SL phantom is simulated by the Matlab function phantom and 
the RT is applied to obtain the sinogram. Moreover, in the 3D case the process needs 
some additional steps. First a 3D image has to be created by a subfunction. After this a 
RT is performed according with the angular position selected by the user. In a real 3D 
case there are oblique planes to give spatial information to the image. To simulate this 
case, incl ≠ 0, a subfunction that calculates oblique planes and simulates different posi-
tions of the planes has to be used. Before applying the function that calculates the sino-
grams, the image planes must be ordered.  
When the user selects to simulate the 3D case, it must be known that the total num-
ber of planes is going to differ from the one selected. The value corresponds with the 
result of this equation, n=(planes+2∙planes), because there are 2 oblique planes for each 
transaxial plane. The planes are ordered according to the Eq. (25) is: first, the transaxial 
sinograms are going to be positioned, from one to p. The value of p, corresponds with 
the total number of planes selected by the user. In the second block of planes, the 
oblique planes with positive inclination are going to be placed in the same order as the 
transaxial planes. This relation can be seen in the table of correspondences, Table 3.1. 
The last block of planes is for oblique planes with negative inclination, for correspond-
ence see Fig.3.3. The order depends on the spatial position of the planes. 
 (   )          (   )           ((   )    )           ((   )       )   (25) 
This order has been selected according with real data obtained by real PET devices. 
It can be said that this is the sinogram standardized distribution for PET. This standardi-
zation contributes with a moldable use of our functions for different data provenance. 
Table 3.1. Correspondence of planes. 
     Planes 
N 
Transaxial Oblique + incl Oblique -incl 
1 1 planes + 1 2∙planes + 1 
2 2 planes + 2 2∙planes + 2 
3 3 planes + 3 2∙planes + 3 
N n planes +n 2∙planes + n 









n = 1 n = planes+1





n = 2∙ planes+1
n = ...
n = ...
n = 3∙ planes
 
Figure 3.3. Planes order for the 3D case if there are oblique planes. 
The next step is to calculate the RT. For that a function calculates the image intensi-
ty projection for each plane, at certain range of angles along the radial sampling.  
In both cases, 2D and 3D, noise is simulated because is a problem that occurs during 
real data acquisition. If the user activates the variable noisy, then noise disturbance is 
simulated by the Poisson distribution [57]. The function that uses the Poisson distribu-
tion generates random numbers that are incorporated to the sinogram as noise. Other-
wise, the numbers of events in the sinogram are rounded to ensure that is the same value 
as the number selected by the user with the variable Nevents.    
After this process a mask is created, Smask. This mask counts the sinogram bins 
with values different from 0. This mask is saved as well as the sinogram matrix, Sino, in 
a .mat and .txt file. The mask is used to obtain the sinogram bin positions that need to be 
converted into LM coordinates. The sinogram matrix is saved to compare the sinograms 
that originate the LM data with the sinogram histogrammed from the LM. The differ-
ence is calculated with the Mean Squared Error (MSE). 
The final step of this function is to convert the bins of the sinogram into coordinates. 
This process is fulfilled by a subfunction which result is a list of coordinates of all the 
non-zero sinogram elements saved in the mask.  
The coordinates of each event are saved in a .mat and .txt file. The name of the file 
is showed to the user by the Matlab Command window. In the 2D case, the file has as 
components 4 columns. The first column corresponds to the coordinate Xa, the second 
to Ya, the third to Xb and the fourth to Yb. On the other hand, in the 3D case the file 
consist of 6 columns as it can be seen in the Fig.3.3. The first column corresponds to the 
coordinate Xa, the second to Ya, the third to Za, the fourth, fifth and sixth correspond to 
Xb, Yb and Zb respectively. If there is more than one event for the same coordinate, this 
coordinate is going to be repeated as many times as events. 
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At this point the coordinates have been calculated but are in order according with 
the positions of the sinogram bins. The first coordinate will correspond to the first sino-
gram bin = 1 and so on. To simulate a more realistic data it is necessary to calculate the 
statistical properties of the PET data as bootstrapping or shuffling the LM. In this func-
tion, bootstrapping is used to to simulate the statistical properties of the PET images. On 
the other hand, the function that shuffles the events is used to move the LM data events 
in a random manner.  
During the computational process, the program uses a debug mode to inform to the 
user about actual code state. The debug mode shows messages to the user using the 
Matlab Command window.  
3.1.1. Creation of the 3D phantom 
This function is used to generate virtual data based on a numerical model. Usually, 
the SL phantom, explained in the Section 2.2.4, is represented by a cross-sectional 
plane. In this case, a 3D phantom is needed to evaluate the functions and generate 
standardized LM data-sets. The image used for default is a 3D SL phantom.  
The result consists in 3 ellipses representing the brain and some features inside. The 
image is saved inside the parameter p, which is a grayscale intensity 3D image of a head 
phantom. 
3.1.2. Creation of oblique planes 
The sinograms of a 2D image are transaxial planes. In the case of a 3D image, the 
information to generate 3D images is contained in sinogram oblique planes. A specific 
function is used to calculate the oblique planes from the 3D phantom. 
 The oblique planes are obtained by rotating each transaxial plane of the 3D phan-
tom across x, y and z axis. This is done using the variables AX, AY and AY.  
In this Toolbox the planes are rotated related to the x axis. The rotations related with 
the y and z axis are not needed in the creation of PET oblique planes. This is due to the 
parameter θ, oblique plane inclination, which is the angle between Xa, Ya, Za with Xb, 
Yb, Zb and the x axis, see Fig.2.9. 
 This function can also translate the planes along x, y and z axis by the variables TX, 
TY and TZ. Notice that there is this possibility but these rotations are not required at this 
moment. The default interpolation method is linear interpolation, but other methods can 
be chosen as nearest neighbor or cubic, etc. 
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3.1.3. Calculation of the coordinates in sinogram space 
This function is used to calculate the sinogram coordinates which are represented by 
non-zero bins. In the Fig.3.4, the subfunction block diagram can be seen.  
bins2coordinates
Write Coordinates 
in .mat and .txt file
Extract spatial 
Coordinates









Figure 3.4. Block diagram of the function bins2coordinates.m. 
First some parameters are given to the function as input values. The sinogram and 
Smask are imported and the information is divided in 3 columns: sinogram angle, radial 
offset and planes number. Once this data is separated, another program calculates and 
saves the number of events for each sinogram bin.  
The next step is to distribute the values angularly, radially and spatially. A relation 
between the LM coordinates, FOV size and sinogram bins have to be calculated. Once 
this is fulfilled the coordinates are limited according with the scanner geometry. The 
result is saved in vectors to be used by the function which calculates the correspondence 
between the sinogram bins, angle and radial offset, and the LM coordinates, Xa, Ya, Za, 
Xb, Yb, and Zb. This process is done to adapt the sinogram bins of a virtual image into 
coordinates in a LM format. To convert the sinogram bins into LM coordinates trigo-
nometric equations are used. The equations used can be seen in the section 2.7. The re-
sult must be repeated as many times as events are positioned to each coordinate.  
Input parameters: 
- Sinogram mask. 
- Sinogram. 
- Scanner FOV. 
- Angular position. 
- Radial position. 
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The process to create the LM data can be seen in the Fig.3.5. Each sinogram bin has 
angular, ϕ, and radial, ro coordinates with different values. In the figure below the value 
24 can be seen a depicted. This value corresponds to the number of times that each radi-
al and angular coordinate have to be repeated to represent this bin. Using the equations 
adapted to the scanner geometry, the coordinates Xa, Ya, Za, Xb, Yb, and Zb to the selected 
bin are obtained. This process is going to be repeated for all non-zero bins. 
Number of events in 




XaXa YaYa ZaZa XbXb YbYb ZbZb
Figure 3.5. Selection of a sinogram bin and its Xa, Ya, Za, Xb, Yb, and Zb coordinates. 
The coordinates are saved in a .txt and .mat format file. The name and file extension 
are showed to the user by the Matlab Command window as an information message. 
3.1.4. Calculation of the List Mode coordinates 
The conversion of sinogram bins into LM coordinates, for PET LM file generation, 
is done by a specific function. The process can be seen in the Fig.3.6. In this case, as 
premise are the sinogram coordinates: angular, ϕ, and radial, ro, positions of each sino-
gram bin. Using the equations (3), (19), (21), (22), (23) and the Table 2.2, the sinogram 
bin positions are converted into LM coordinates Xa, Ya, Za, Xb, Yb, and Zb. 
There are different possible solutions for each bin. The solutions depend on the de-
tected pair, which is defined in the Table 2.2. The detected pair corresponds with the 
scanner sides activated by each event. All the possible solutions for Xa, Ya, Xa and Xb 
coordinates are calculated. The correct coordinates are the most reliable and logical so-
lutions according with the detected pair.  
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In the situations when more than one solution is possible, the user is informed with a 
warning message through the Matlab Command window. Once that the most reliable 
coordinate values have been selected, the spatial coordinates, Za and Zb, can be calcu-
lated. 
Ro and φ Xa, Ya, Za, Xb, Yb and Zb
Equations (3), (19), (21), (22), 
(23) and Table 2.2.
 
Figure 3.6. Block diagram of the subfunction ‘bins2coord’. 
 
3.1.5. Randomizing the coordinates positions  
The randomization of the coordinate positions can be done bootstrapping or shuffling 
them. The objective of applying these methods is to get more realistic LM data-sets cor-
responding to different measurements or realizations.  
Due to some modifications during the development of this thesis, it has been decided to 
use the shuffle function for the LM data randomization. The bootstrapping mode is go-
ing to be an optional feature, and it is not going to be used as default mode. Both meth-
ods can be used independently of the Toolbox.  
The process can be followed in the Fig.3.7. The block diagram shows as first step, to 
check the extension and import the data. If the bootstrapping tool has been selected, is 
going to be calculated as many sinograms as selected by the user. The statistical similar-
ity between the original sinogram and the created sinogram is another value that de-
pends of the user selection. The user has to select the percentage of similarity desired. If 
the user wants a replica of the original sinogram this value will be 0. On the other hand 
if the desired result is a completely different sinogram, it will be 100. When this process 
is fulfilled, the original LM file is going to be disordered in a not deterministic manner 
and saved. This process is done by the shuffling tool. The names of the files are going to 




total positions as 









Figure 3.7. Block diagram of the subfunction ‘bootstrap.m’. 
One example of the shuffling tool performance can be seen in the Fig.3.8. After the 
calculation of the coordinates, the events in the LM file are in a chronological order. 
This is not a realistic result because the coordinates are repeated sequentially as the bins 
were collected in the sinogram. In a real PET scanner the events are not going to be de-
tected per sections, neither the photons are going to be emitted in a synchronized order. 
 With the aim to simulate more realistic results, the LM file has been shuffled to dis-
tribute the values randomly. As can be seen in the Fig.3.8, the event selected in the 
Fig.3.5, which has to be repeated 24 times has been shuffled. After shuffling all the 
events, the coordinates of the event repeated 24 times are now combined with new 
events coordinates from different sinogram positions.    
Input parameters: 
- File name. 
- File location. 
- Number of documents 
as result. 
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3.2. Histogramming a List-Mode data 
Histogram is a graphical representation of the relative frequency that a phenomenon 
occurs [58]. In this case, the phenomenon is the number of positrons collected by the 
scanner detectors. The frequency that an event occurs from one coordinate corresponds 
with the value of a sinogram bin. For that reason, the process of converting a LM data 
into sinograms or vice versa is called histogramming. The tool used to achieve this is 
the main function of the second part of this Toolbox. 
The computational process, seen in Fig. 3.9, can be defined as a four step process. 
First, the user introduces the required input parameters. Then, the function reads the 
coordinates from a LM data. The typical extensions of the LM files are .txt or .mat. If 
the user has not information about the FOV, this value can be approximated by the de-
fault mode. The second step is to call the subfunction that calculates the range of the 
sinogram size according with the FOV. Subsequently, a relation between the scanner 
FOV and the angular and radial position in the sinogram is going to be obtained. Once 
this is accomplished, the function that calculates the positions of the sinogram bins 
based on the coordinates is called. Each bin has a spatial component which determines 
to which sinogram it belongs. This is going to be calculated by a specific subfunction. 
The final step is to create the sinogram, save the result and print some information 









Creating and saving 
Sinogram
 
Figure 3.9. Block Diagram of the function HistogramListmode3D.m. 
In order to start this process the function has to be called using the following line:   
Sinogram = HistogramListmode3D( Nrad, Nang, NradOld, Nfile, Nlocation 
planes, obliq ) 
Input parameters: 
- Radial position. 
- Angular position. 
- Scanner FOV. 
- File name. 
- File location. 




The user has to introduce some parameters as: 
• Nrad, the radial size of the sinogram to be represented. 
• Nang, the angular sinogram size. 
• NradOld, the scanner FOV. 
• Nfile, the name of the LM file to be read. 
• Nlocation, the location of this file. 
• planes, number of planes and mode activation, 3D or 2D image. 
• obliq, if there are oblique planes.  
Note that if the scanner FOV or the total number of planes is unknown information, the 
user can give the value 0 to these variables and the program will calculate an approxi-
mation. 
 
3.2.1. Calculation of sinogram size and distribution vectors  
This subfunction has as objective to calculate the range of the sinogram to be histo-
grammed. To fulfil this purpose, the maximum value of the coordinates based on the 
FOV is calculated. After this, some parameters are calculated as: a relation between the 
maximum and minimum values of the LM coordinates, the scanner FOV range, and the 
sinogram size. Each sinogram, radially and angularly, is going to have the same size, 
then in this function the total number of planes is not needed.  
The maximum and minimum values of the FOV are the result of the equation (21). The 
results are a positive and a negative value. The positive result corresponds with the 
maximum value of the scanner FOV. The negative result corresponds with the mini-
mum value of the scanner FOV. This can be seen in more detail in the Fig.2.7, the max-
imum value corresponds with the positive part of the axis and the minimum with the 
negative part. The radius of the FOV is the result of the equation (20). Having all these 
values calculated, the size of each sinogram bin has to be defined. One this has been 
fulfilled, a relation between the sinogram bins size and the sinogram radial and angular 
value is stated. The result is saved in vectors which are used as input to a subfunction 
that calculates the sinogram bins positions. This process is done to adapt the coordinates 
of any scanner into a sinogram with a size selected by the user. 
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3.2.2. Calculation of List Mode coordinates from sinogram bins 
This function is the core of the program that histograms a LM file. The aim is to 
transform the coordinates of each event represented in a LM file, into bin positions of a 
sinogram to be represented. This process can be depicted in the Fig.3.10. 
First, the common variables for the 2D and 3D case are going to be calculated. The 
radial coordinate of the sinogram is calculated by the equation (18), which gives the 
magnitude, and the table 2.1 to acquire the direction. Moreover, to calculate the angular 
coordinate, the equation (3) is used and afterwards scaled by  
 
 
  to obtain the result into 
   to    range. For the 3D case, besides the above mentioned process, one has to cal-
culate the value of the coordinate z and the azimuthal angle. The z coordinate, zmean, 
determines the plane position in the set of sinograms and can be calculated using the 
trigonometric equation (22).  The azimuthal angle, θ, is calculated using the equation 
(23). This value defines the inclination of the oblique planes. The direction is deter-
mined positioning the value of theta in the correct quadrant according with the value 
obtained of zmean.  
coordinates2bin3D
Calculating Radial 




Scaling sinogram bins 
according with the 
angular and radial 
values
Add the planes of the  
position array to the 
result
Return as the result the 
spatial,radial and 
angular bin position of 
each coordinate
 
Figure 3.10. Block Diagram of the subfunction ‘coordinates2bin3D.m’. 
Input parameters: 
- Radial position. 
- Angular position. 
- Number of coordinates. 
- Radial vector. 
- Angular vector. 
- Number of planes. 
- 2D or 3D case. 





Firstly, the events detected in the scanner are converted into radial and angular sino-
gram values. The next step is to scale the sinogram bins according with the angular and 
radial values selected by the user with the input parameters Nrad and Nang. The bin 
positioning depends on the bin size and the sinogram radial and angular values, which 
have been calculated previously. The activation of one sinogram bin is decided accord-
ing to which range of values is closer to the value obtained radially and angularly. In the 
3D case, the spatial position of the sinograms is calculated by a specific subfunction.  
 
3.2.3. Calculating the spatial position of the planes 
This subfunction has as objective to determine the total number of planes, and posi-
tion of each sinogram inside this range. For that it has to be differentiated between the 
case 2D, 3D, and if there are oblique planes. 
The process can be seen in the diagram block, see Fig.3.11. First the function calcu-
lates the spatial axial position of each plane for the 2D and 3D case. This is differentiat-
ed by the value of zmean. If zmean is 0 then the sinograms represents a 2D image. On the 
other hand, if zmean is superior or inferior to 0 then the information is in 3D. Once this is 
determined, a relation between the number of planes selected by the user and the values 
obtained by the equation (22) has to be calculated. This relation is going to determine a 
new distribution value. This has been done to be able to distribute any LM data accord-
ing with the user needs. If the user wants to calculate the original size of the planes, it is 
possible using the default mode. This feature is very useful to deal with large amount of 
planes or in the 3D case, because the computational time reduces abruptly when the 
number of planes decreases. Sometimes, in order to have a general idea of the results, it 
is enough to select one plane. The result is not going to be detailed but the reduction of 
the computational time is useful in some simulations and experiments. This distribution 
is done, as in the angular and radial case, calculating the difference between the unitary 
portions of the spatial distribution defined with respect to zmean and determining which 


















Figure 3.11. Block Diagram of the subfunction spatialcalculation3D.m. 
After this, in a real 3D case there are oblique planes. To calculate the values of θ the 
equation (23) is used. One important issue is the allocation of θ values. The value of θ 
differentiates between transaxial, oblique positive and negative planes. In the case of 
transaxial planes θ is going to be 0. The oblique planes with positive inclination have a 
value of θ positive. In contrary with the negative oblique planes, which have a negative 
value of θ. This value must be checked to ensure the correct placement of the planes. If 
a plane is misplaced according with the order defined in the Fig.3.3, for example there is 
a positive value in the transaxial planes section, a new range is going to be calculated 
with the values of θ and zmean.  
During all the processes the user is going to be informed of incidents and new calcu-
lations performed by the debug mode of the program. Once a new range of planes is 
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- Number of planes. 




3.3. Script for Sinogram calculation and representation  
This program has been designed to be used as a user script. All the functions ex-
plained in the previous sections are applied in this script. This facilitates the use of this 
Toolbox simplifying the process. Using this function, the user can select if the sinogram 
is generated from LM file data or if is created by the program itself based on SL phan-
tom. To call the function can be done with the following line:  
Sinogram = scriptSinogram3D(readfile, createfile, Nfile, Nlocation, 
varargin) 
The user has to introduce some parameters as: 
• readfile, to select if the file is going to be read from an existing file. 
• createfile, to create a LM file. 
• Nfile, the name of the LM file to be read. 
• Nlocation, the location of this file. 
• varargin are other values needed for the calculation of the functions. 
Inside varargin are values that can be introduced by the user, or if the user does not 
have knowledge about them can be used the default values. These values are: 
• Nang, the angular sinogram size, default = 160. 
• Nrad, the radial sinogram size, default = 75. 
• NradOld, the scanner FOV, default = calculated according with the LM coor-
dinates. 
• Nevents, the total number of sinogram events or resolution, default = 1000. 
• noisy, the sinogram artifacts, default = 0. 
• incl, oblique planes inclination, default = calculated according with the LM 
coordinates. 
• planes, number of planes and mode activation, 3D or 2D image, default = 
calculated according with the LM coordinates. 
This program is divided in two parts, see Fig.3.12. Firstly, the user selects to read a 
file or to generate a LM file. Secondly, the user selects to read an existing LM file, the 
program makes a call to the function that histograms a LM file. The result is a sinogram 
calculated from LM file data and the parameters selected. On the other hand, if the user 
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selects to create a sinogram based on virtual data, first a LM data set has to be created 
based on a phantom model. The coordinates of the sinogram, ro and ϕ, are converted 
into Cartesians coordinates X, Y and Z. The second step is to use the LM file generated 
using previous functions to restore the sinogram. This is done by converting the Carte-
sian coordinates into sinogram bins, radial, ro, and angular, ϕ. This process can be seen 
in the Figure 3.13. The sinograms generated are converted into a LM file and histo-
grammed into images in the sinogram domain. 
The simplicity of this function resides in the use of two Toolbox functions with just 
one command line. In addition, if some information is unknown, the default mode facili-
tates these values to enable the code computing. 
 
ScriptSinogram3D
Read existing file ?
























Figure 3.12. Block Diagram of the script for the creation of the sinogram. On the 
left side the aim is to generate sinograms based on virtual data. On the right path the 
objective is to histogram LM files based on real data.  
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Calculated Sinograms from List-mode file
Generated Sinograms based on Shepp-Logan Phantom
Sinogram Oblique plane -inclSinogram Transaxial plane Sinogram Oblique plane +incl
Sinogram Oblique plane -inclSinogram Transaxial plane Sinogram Oblique plane +incl
List-mode
XaXa YaYa ZaZa XbXb YbYb ZbZb
 
Figure 3.13. Creation of a LM data from SL phantom and LM histogrammed sino-
grams for transaxial, oblique θ>0 and θ<0 planes. 
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3.4. Correction, compression and reconstruction of the 
data 
This section introduces the functions integrated in the third part of the created 
Toolbox. The aim of this block of functions is to correct the physical defects occurred 
during the acquisition process, rebin the sinograms and reconstruct them into the image 
domain. 
As can be seen in the Fig.3.14 and Fig.3.15, the process is divided into three sub-
functions. The first function corrects the data contained in the coincidence events sino-
grams. For that, all the information obtained during the image acquisition process has to 
be used: attenuation, normalization and scatter correction. The second function uses the 
SSRB method to reduce the amount of data and rebins the data to 2D for the reconstruc-
tion methods. During this process some essential information can be lost. Nonetheless, 
the need to decrease computational time and the storage reduction compensates this loss 
of information. The third function reconstructs the image using the MLEM method. The 
information obtained is going to be saved in a file called ‘Final.scn’, giving this infor-










Figure 3.14. Block Diagram of the function ‘Sinogram.m’. 
Input parameters: 
- Maximum number 
of planes. 
- Corrected file. 





Sinograms Corrected from δ = 0 to δ = 26 Sinogram planes rebinned 
REBINNING
Reconstructed Image, transverse view
Reconstructed image for different views
δ=2 δ=4 δ=6 δ=8
δ=10 δ=12 δ=14 δ=16
δ=18 δ=20 δ=22 δ=24
δ=26
plane=15 plane=110 plane=56 plane=97
plane=20 plane=102






δ=0-26 δ=0-26 δ=0-26 δ=0-26
δ=0-26
plane=5 plane=15 plane=30 plane=45
plane=50 plane=65 plane=70 plane=85




plane=5 plane=15 plane=30 plane=45
plane=50 plane=65 plane=70 plane=85
plane=90 plane=100 plane=115 plane=135
plane=159
MLEM
(a) Coronal plane (b) Sagital plane
(c) Transverse plane
plane=105 plane=35
 Figure 3.15. Block diagram of the function ‘Sinogram.m’ 
 
3.4.1. Application of correction algorithms 
The sinograms have to be corrected to decrease artifacts and unsubstantial infor-
mation that interferes with the positrons collected. The correction applied can be seen in 
the equation (24). This correction is based on the substraction and effect of some pa-
rameters obtained inside the PET device during the acquisition process.  
This information is divided in: scattered, attenuated, normalized and coincidence 
events sinograms. Another important parameter to process all the information is the 
value of δ. The variable δ corresponds with the PET span, which means the number of 
planes merged into a plane, direct and cross planes. According with the range of δ se-
lected by the user and the information previously defined, the correct sinogram is going 
to be calculated and returned into a matrix named Corrected. 
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The process can be seen in the Fig.3.16. First a memory-mapped file object has to be 
created to acquire the values of the sinograms without consuming space and time. Ac-
cording with the value δ and before the correction process, the planes are selected.  
In this function δ, which value is between 0 and 26, is divided in 52 segments. This 
means that each value of δ corresponds to two segments. The segments are related with 
the values of θ, representing the positive and negative oblique planes inclination. The 
planes are placed according with the δ segments, as can be seen in the Table 3.2.  When 
the segment has a value of 0, this corresponds to the first transaxial plane. The next 
segment, segment 1, corresponds to the first positive oblique plane. The third segment, 
the segment with value 2, corresponds with the first oblique negative plane and so on. 
Notice that the number of planes of each segment decreases when the value of δ in-
creases. 
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 The user has to select the value of δ. For that, the user has to give a range of values, 
the initial and final values of the segment selected. This range is limited between 0 and 
52, both included. As can be observed in the Table below, for each segment there is the 
number of planes correspondent with δ value. According with the values selected, the 
axial compression is going to be performed. If the initial value has been selected to be 0, 
and as final value 52, that means that the span value is 0 and there is not axial compres-
sion. If there is not axial compression, all the planes are going to be part of the final 
sinogram.   
Once the sinogram range has been selected and a compression mode has been suc-
cessfully applied, the correction process for the sinograms can be performed. During the 
acquisition process, additional information has been collected that interferes with the 
coincident events detected. The objective is to correct the events collected inside the 
scanner FOV. For that, the equation (24) is used. In this equation, the corrective pa-
rameters used are the scattered, normalized and attenuated information. This equation is 
going to be applied plane by plane. The objective of this process is to increase the per-
formance and level of details in the sinogram results.  
Notice that this function, as the previous ones explained, is modular. The functions 









Save results in 
Name_file_corr.scn
 
Figure 3.16. Block Diagram of the subfunction ‘getSinogram.m’. 
Input parameters: 
- Sinogram files. 






- Dirac initial. 




3.4.2. Rebinning the sinograms 
The sinograms have to be rebinned in order to apply 2D reconstruction algorithms to 
3D data. In this thesis the Single Slice ReBinning (SSRB) method has been selected to 
rebin the slices. On example of application of this method can be seen in the Fig.3.17. 










files to acquire 
Sinogram planes
Applying SSRB
Save results in 
Final.scn
 
Figure 3.18. Block Diagram of the subfunction ‘rebSSRB.m’. 
The first part is the acquisition part, where the sinograms are going to be mapped to 
reduce the memory space and computing time. The second part is the core of the func-
Input parameters: 
- Maximum number 
of planes. 
- Corrected file. 





tion. The rebinning is applied to the sinograms that are between the minimum and max-
imum value of δ. This method is going to enhance the quality of the direct images and 
reduce the information size from the sinograms. The method used for this purpose, as 
has been explained in the section 2.4, is the SSRB method. The rebinning method adds 
all the oblique sinograms that intersect with the transaxial field of view of the direct 
sinograms. 
 Once all the planes are rebinned according with δ, the information contained in the 
oblique planes, positive and negative, have been added to the transaxial plane. The order 
of the planes can be seen in the Fig.3.3. Additionally, the correspondence between 
transaxial, oblique with positive inclination and oblique with negative inclination can be 
seen in the Table 3.1. As result, the sinogram bins from different oblique planes and δ 
range are added to the transaxial planes. This addition of information enhances the final 
plane obtaining enriched results. This effect can be depicted in the Fig.3.17.  
Although the rebinning method increases the counts and decreases the noise, the re-
sult loses detail due to the decrease of oblique planes. Notice that, as in the previous 
cases, this function can be used alone or with the functions of the third Toolbox block. 
 
3.4.3. Reconstruction of the object scanned 
This function reconstructs the sinograms measured by a PET scanner. The reconstruc-
tion is done independently if the data has been corrected with physical factors or not. 
The image can be reconstructed using any reconstruction method. For this thesis, the 
iterative reconstruction method 2D-MLEM has been selected. This method calculates 
the data that is mostly likely to pertain to the image after each iteration. The likelihood 
will increase after each repetition which means that is going to converge.This function 
can be used alone or can be used after the programs explained previously have been 
processed.  
First a system matrix has to be calculated according with the sinograms size. The 
system matrix defines the final resolution of the image reconstructed. Using this matrix 
the RT can be performed and modelled according with the scanner geometry. The next 
step is to load the sinogram to be reconstructed. Also, the number of iterations is needed 
for the MLEM. The number of iterations is a parameter selected by the user. Notice that 
as the number of iterations increases, the result is going to be more accurate but the 
computing time needed is directly proportional to this, and it is going to increase.  
The MLEM is performed as many times as iterations have been selected. Also the 
range of planes to be reconstructed is a parameter that has to be selected. After each 
iteration the result, a correction factor, is multiplied by the current image estimated and 
divided by the sensibility. This is done to determine the maximum values that define the 
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most probable image bins values. The value obtained is the maximum likelihood esti-
mator of the sinogram which represents the original image. 
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4. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 
In this thesis work two types of data were used: data generated by a numerical phantom 
and data from real scanners. In the first group are the simulations where virtual data was 
used. The objective of the simulations was to ascertain the proper function development. 
In the second group are the experiments. The data source in the experiments was real 
measured data.  The aim of the experiments is to demonstrate the usability of the 
Toolbox with real information. 
The first Section is divided in three simulations based on SL numerical phantom ex-
plained in Section 3.1. The Section 4.2 is divided in two tests were data from preclinical 
scanners was used. The Inveon data was supplied by the Turku PET Centre. On the oth-
er hand, COMPET data was provided by the University of Oslo, Norway. The section 
4.3 explains the tests used to demonstrate the Toolbox performance. 
4.1. Simulations  
Histogramming sinograms based on a LM data is the core of the Toolbox presented in 
this thesis. In this section, two simulations are going to be histogramed. The particulari-
ty of these simulations resides in the data origin, the LM data files are based on virtual 
data.  
In the first simulation is going to be histogrammed LM data files generated by the 
function explained in the Section 3.1. In the second simulation is going to be shown that 
a LM data generated for high sampling values can be histogrammed for lower sampling 
values.  
 
4.1.1. Histogramming a Phantom List-Mode data 
In the first simulation, a LM data is created based on SL phantom. The LM data is then 
histogrammed with the function explained in detail in the Section 3.2. This simulation is 
done to ensure the correct behaviour of these functions. To ensure that the result is the 
same as the generated the MSE is going to be calculated over the created sinogram bins. 
Another objective of this simulation is to show the compatibility between functions in-
volved in this process.  
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For the generation of the LM file, the user has to give some input parameters to start 
the calculations. The input values for this simulation are:  
• Nevents or contrast = 1000. 
• Npix or scanner FOV = 50 cm. 
• Nang or angular sinogram size = from 0 to 180 degrees. 
• noisy or noise interference = 0, deactivated. 
• planes or number of planes = 2, 3D case. 
• incl or azimuthal = 5 degrees. 
Notice that the same simulation taking into account the noise is attached in the ap-
pendix of this thesis.  
The number of events means that for each column of the created sinogram, were 
generated 1,000 events that, as has been explained in the Section 2.1, are the representa-
tion of the true coincidence photons. This value corresponds with the contrast of the 
image. On the other hand, the number of planes is the number of transaxial planes. In 
the 3D case, according with the Table 3.1, for each transaxial plane were generated two 
oblique planes, one with θ=+5° and the second with θ=-5°. 
 
4.1.2. Histogramming a List-Mode data with lower sampling rates 
In the second simulation the resilience of the histogramming function is going to be 
tested. The objective of this simulation is to test if a LM data based on high sampling 
values can be histogrammed for lower sampling values. Other test is going to be per-
formed to study the dependence of the number of events with the contrast. The objective 
of the second test is to study when the number of events decreases if the sinogram can 
be resampled. In both simulations, the LM file created in the first simulation is used. 
The input values are modified to histogram the LM file. The first simulation for lower 
sampling values than the generated in the LM file and the second for lower number of 
events. The parameters selected can be seen in the Table 4.1 and 4.2. 
Table 4.1. Relation between input parameters obtained and used according with the 
samplings. 
 
Parameters for high sampling 
 
Parameters for low sampling 
Nrad Nang Samples Nrad Nang Samples 
75 0-180 1000 30 0-120 1000 
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In the Table 4.1 can be seen the parameter values for high and low sampling. In the 
first column are the values obtained from the function that generates the LM file. The 
values are the radial sinogram size, Nrad, and angular sinogram size, Nang, and the 
number of events, Samples. These values have been obtained according with the sino-
grams simulated using as input parameters the values of the first simulation. The sam-
pling values to resize the sinogram are going to be different, lower than in the first 
simulation. The values selected for that aim can be seen in the Table 4.1. The new radial 
value is 30 and the new angular value is between 0° and 120°. 
In the Table 4.2 can be seen the parameter values for high and low number of 
events. In the first column are the values obtained from the function that generates the 
LM file. For this simulation the radial and angular sinogram size must be the same, but 
the number of events is going to be different, lower than in the first simulation. The val-
ues selected for that aim can be seen in the second column of the Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2. Relation between input parameters obtained and used according with the 
number of events. 
 
Parameters for high samples 
 
Parameters for low samples 
Nrad Nang Samples Nrad Nang Samples 
75 0-180 1000 75 0-180 100 
 
4.2. Experiments  
The experiments selected are divided according to the PET scanner used for the data 
acquisition. In the PET scanners, Inveon and COMPET, the data is stored in different 
formats, explained in the Section 2.2.1. 
 In the first experiment the data has been acquired by a COMPET scanner. All the 
events are gathered in a raw LM file from which there is not additional information. The 
first experiment is to calculate the sinogram related to the COMPET data. To fulfil this 
objective, the function that converts coordinates into sinograms is used. 
In the second experiment the information has been collected using an Inveon scan-
ner. This scanner collects the data in sinograms. To reconstruct the images the third 
function of the Toolbox has to be used, see Section 3.4. 
These experiments were selected to demonstrate the satisfactory behaviour of the 
functions developed in the Section 3 with data obtained from real acquisitions and saved 
in the two possible manners of a PET scanner. 
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4.2.1. Histogramming COMPET List-Mode data 
The first experiment is to test if the function that histograms LM files is capable to his-
togram data obtained from a real PET device. The data in this case has been provided by 
the Turku PET Centre. The problem with this data is the absence of a header file to clar-
ify the scanner FOV and some other information about the object scanned. 
In this case, the scanner FOV has been calculated with the feature that links this val-
ue with the maximum and minimum coordinate values of the LM file. Also the total 
number of planes is unknown, for that reason the option to calculate this value has been 
selected. The radial and angular values that define the sinogram size were selected, as in 
previous cases, for a radial size of 75 and angular between 0° and 180°. Two sampling 
schemes were used to divide the planes according with θ. The first was for all the values 
of θ obtaining a unique plane. The second was for all the values of θ divided in three 
planes: one representing the transaxial plane, another for the positive oblique plane and 
the last one for the negative oblique plane.  
 
4.2.2. Correction, Rebinning and Reconstructing images from Inveon 
scanner 
This section can be divided in the three steps. Each step corresponds with the functions 
that form the third part of the Toolbox. In this experiment, after the application of the 
developed functions, the outcomes will be seen until the image is reconstructed.  
In this experiment, the Inveon data is in the sinogram domain. The first step is to 
scan and read the sinograms to use the function that corrects the sinograms, see Section 
3.4.1. The sinograms that contain the coincidence true events have to be corrected to 
obtain detailed results. The corrections have to be done using the attenuated, scattered 
and normalized events stored in sinograms at the same time that the coincidence events 
were stored. Firstly, the sinograms have to be selected. This selection depends on the 
parameter δ. As has been explained in the section 3.4.1, when δ=0 corresponds with the 
first transaxial plane, δ=1 and segment=1 with the first oblique plane for θ>0 and δ=1 
and segment=2 with the first oblique plane for θ<0, successively. 
In this experiment the value of δ selected is between 0 and 52 to calculate all the si-
nograms. The result, the corrected sinograms, is going to be a matrix with 4319 planes. 
The next step is to compress the number of planes and increase the detail in each plane 
using the SSRB method. The result is going to be a sinogram with a decreased number 
of planes from the original size.  
The final step is to reconstruct the images acquired in the PET scanner from the si-
nograms that have been corrected and rebinned. To achieve this, the function that recon-
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structs images explained in the Section 3.4.3 was used. This function uses the MLEM 
algorithm to reconstruct images examining planes of the object to be recreated. The 
number of iterations done was 2, 20 and 50. This selection of values demonstrates the 
dependence of the image with the number of iterations. 
Notice that a comparison between the results obtained after each step is going to be 
shown to demonstrate the effect of the correction methods performed.  
 
4.3. Evaluation of the implementation performance 
One important part of a program, besides the correct behavior, is fast performance, ro-
bust structure, the capability to handle large files and perform a huge amount of pro-
cesses inside a function without causing an error or running out of memory. Using the 
Profiler Window the functions of the three programs that forms the Toolbox can be test-
ed. This is a reliable method to improve the functions and learn the weaknesses of the 
program. 
The first group of simulations is done to test the performance of the function that 
generates a LM file. To test this function 5 simulations were performed. The differences 
between them are the input parameters. These parameters are modified to see how these 
values affect the computing time and where the function expends the major time in per-
centages. The input values are: the number of events, Nevents, if noise is added to the 
simulation, noisy, the number of planes, planes, and the inclination, θ. 
The second group of simulations was be done to test the performance of the function 
that histograms a LM file. The same simulations tested in the previous functions were 
used. In that way, the time needed to generate a LM file with the time needed to histo-
gram the obtained LM file can be compared.  
The third group of simulations was used to test the functions contained in the third 
block of the Toolbox. The simulations that were performed are three, one for each func-
tion. The input parameters for the first two functions are based on the range span and in 






In this chapter the results obtained for the Section 4 are going to be shown. In the previ-
ous section, the tests have been divided in simulations and experiments, according with 
the data source. The simulations are the tests that use virtual data. Otherwise, the tests 
that use real data are called experiments. 
5.1. Results from the Phantom tests 
5.1.1. Histogramming a Phantom List-Mode data 
 The results obtained from the simulations explained in the Section 4.1.1 can be seen 
in the Figure 5.1. The Figure 5.1 compares the sinograms based on the SL phantom with 
the histogrammed output sinograms. The sinograms based on the SL phantom are divid-
ed in Fig.5.1 (a) for the transaxial plane, Fig.5.1 (b) oblique plane with θ= +5° and 
Fig.5.1 (g) oblique plane with θ= -5°. These sinograms were saved as different planes of 
the sinogram with Sino.mat. This was done to be able to compare this result with the 
histogramed at posteriori. The slices have been ordered according with the Figure 3.3 
and the Table 3.1. After this process, a LM file has been created from the sinograms 
generated. Using the function that histograms LM files the sinograms are obtained. The 
results can be seen in the Figure 5.1 (b), (e) and (h). 
 Once the visual comparison is done, it is time to compare the results numerically. It 
can be depicted in the Figure 5.1 (c), (f) and (i) according with the trasaxial, oblique 
positive and oblique negative planes, respectively, that there exist no difference  be-











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This difference has been checked numerically applying the MSE to the generated 
and histogrammed sinograms. As it can be seen in the Figure 5.2, the MSE is zero. This 
result is satisfactory because it shows that the phantom sinograms are the same as the 
sinograms histogrammed from a LM file.  
 
Figure 5.2. MSE between Sino.mat, and Sinogram.mat. 
Also the number of events has been checked numerically, ensuring that in each col-
umn of the sinogram the range of the intensity values is the value selected by the user. 
Remember that for this simulation the number of events introduced was 1000. 
 
Figure 5.3. Number of events in the obtained sinogram. 
The same simulation adding noise to the SL phantom has been added in the appen-
dix of this thesis. 
5.1.2. Histogramming a List-Mode data with lower sampling rates 
In the second simulation, the objective was to demonstrate how LM data can be his-
togrammed for more sparse sampling values than in the first simulation. 
The histogrammed sinogram from the LM generated in the Simulation 1 can be vis-
ualized in the Figure 5.4 (a). In the Figure 5.4 (b) can be seen the result of histogram-
ming the LM generated in the first simulation for lower sampling rates. 
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(a) Sinogram with ro=75 and Φ=180° 
(b) Sinogram with ro=30 and Φ=120°  
Figure 5.4. (a) Sinogram for high samplings, (b) Sinogram for low samplings. 
As can be seen in the Figure 5.4, the LM can be histogrammed using the original 
values or lower sampling. The radial and angular sampling decreases which affects to 
the bin size. The information is distributed according to the new bin size, which is 
placed in adjacent bins. This affects to the result obtaining a pixelated sinogram for the 
increased information at some positions. If a detailed result is required the selection of 
high sampling rate is recommended. 
The result of the second test, see Table 4.2, can be seen in the Figure 5.5. As result, 
the sinogram losses constrast when the LM file is histogrammed for lower number of 
events than the generated. The result is less detailed than the original losing image qual-
ity.   
A rule can be stated, the LM data can be histogrammed for lower sampling rate and 
lower number of events than the original values but the result will lose precision. 
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(a) Sinogram for high number of events= 1000. 
(b) Sinogram for low number of events = 100.   
Figure 5.5. Sinogram for high (a) and low (b) number of events.  
 
5.2. Result of the experiments based on COMPET and In-
veon scanners 
In this Section are going to be shown the results obtained for each experiment ex-
plained in the Section 4.2. The experiments are divided according with the data source. 
If the COMPET scanner is used the data is stored in LM data-sets. On the other hand, 
the Inveon scanners store the information in sinogram data-sets.  
5.2.1. Histogramming COMPET List-Mode data 
The Figure 5.6 shows the representation of the coordinates contained in the COM-
PET data into a sinogram for the values selected in the Section 4.2.1. The radial sam-
pling value was 75 and the angular sampling value was between 0° and 180°. The scan-
ner FOV was an unknown value. It was calculated by the function with a reasonable 
approximation of 98.113 mm. The number of planes was 1 in the first experiment and 
three in the second. In the second experiment the sinograms are divided into transaxial 
when θ = 0, positive oblique plane for value of θ > 0 and negative oblique plane when θ 
< 0.     
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Figure 5.6 shows that the results obtained for the COMPET LM. The sinogram rep-
resents sinusoidal patterns, which are expected from rod-source measurements. The 
number of events was 8,003,877 and the time needed for the computing the LM file was 
3 minutes and 48 seconds. 
(a)  COMPET Sinogram for all the values of θ .
(b) COMPET Sinogram Transaxial slice θ = 0 .
(c) COMPET Sinogram Oblique slice θ > 0 .
(d) COMPET Sinogram Oblique slice θ < 0 .  
Figure 5.6. Result obtained for COMPET LM file. 
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5.2.2. Correction, Rebinning and Reconstructing Images from Inveon 
scanner 
This experiment is divided in 3 parts. The first has as objective to scan and correct 
the sinograms using information stored during the acquisition process.  
In the Figure 5.7 different planes for the same span value δ can be seen. This is done 
to observe the sinogram dependence with the projection domain. The parameter δ repre-
sents the span, a discriminative value that distributes the sinograms along the z axis. The 
δ value depends on the structure and scanner rings number. For the scanners that are 
going to be tested in this thesis, the range of δ is between 0 and 26. In the Table 3.2 are 
the correspondences between δ and the planes. In this case all the planes have been se-






δ=0 δ=0 δ=0 δ=0
δ=0
plane=5 plane=15 plane=30 plane=45
plane=50 plane=65 plane=70 plane=85
plane=90 plane=100 plane=115 plane=135
plane=159
 
Figure 5.7. Transaxial Sinograms planes for δ = 0. 
The second part is to compress the number of planes and increase the detail in each 
plane using the SSRB method. In the Fig.5.8 can be seen the result, a sinogram matrix 
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rebinned. Instead of being a matrix with size 128x128x4319 as in the first figure, it has 
been reduced into a matrix of dimensions 128x128x159.  
As can be seen in the Fig.5.7 and 5.8, the addition of the planes with different δ in-
creases the information contained in each sinogram. In the Fig.5.7 the planes are all 
from the same δ value, meanwhile in the Fig.5.8 each plane has information from δ = 0 
until δ = 26. If the planes are compared between the planes with the same position, can 





δ=0-26 δ=0-26 δ=0-26 δ=0-26
δ=0-26
plane=5 plane=15 plane=30 plane=45
plane=50 plane=65 plane=70 plane=85
plane=90 plane=100 plane=115 plane=135
plane=159
          Figure 5.8. Different rebinned sinograms planes from δ 0 to 26. 
The final step is to reconstruct the image from the sinograms. The Fig.5.9 shows the 
images reconstructed from the sinograms in axial planes. The number of iterations per-
formed in this approach is two. In this Figure, some features cylindrical or spherical can 
be detected, where the events are concentrated. These zones enhanced in red are the 
areas where the radiotracers injected to the animal have highest uptake.  
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plane=5 plane=15 plane=30 plane=45
plane=50 plane=65 plane=70 plane=85
plane=90 plane=100 plane=115 plane=135
plane=159
 
Figure 5.9. Cross-sectional image planes after 2 iterations. 
This process can be seen in more detail in the Figure 5.10. The same plane has been 
corrected, rebbined and reconstructed showing different results in each stage. In the 
Fig.5.10 (a) can be depicted the appearance of the sinogram 75 after has been corrected. 
The Fig.5.10 (b) shows the same plane rebinned. Notice that after applying the rebin-
ning method, all the planes which correspond with the plane 75 between δ 0 and 26 
have been added. As can be seen the size and level of detail increases after the sino-
grams have been rebinned. In the last step, the Fig.5.10 (c) shows the cross-sectional 
plane as reconstructed image. 
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(c) Reconstructed plane 75 of the sinogram 
for 50 iterations.
(b) Rebinned plane 75 of the sinogram.
(a) Corrected plane 75 of the sinogram.
 
Figure 5.10. Reconstruction of the plane 75 after each function is processed. 
In the Figure 5.11 can be seen the reconstruction of the same image for the coronal 
view, after 2, 20 and 50 iterations. In this case, one can see how when the number of 
iterations increases, the quality of the image also increases giving more accurate results. 
In the Figure 5.11 (a) the shape of the scanned object can be seen, but more iterations 
are needed to define precisely the object contour. In the Figure 5.11 (b) the feature of a 
rat can be seen clearly. Also the region were the radionuclides are mostly concentrated 
can be depicted. These results show that increasing the number of iterations the images 
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improve. The result after 50 iterations, see Figure 5.11 (c), is a highly defined image 
with an elevated level of detail.  
 
Figure 5.11. Different coronal planes of the reconstructed image for 2 (a), 20(b) 
and 50 (c) iterations.  
In the Figure 5.12, the reconstruction for the coronal, sagittal and transverse view 
can be seen. The result is not blurred as in previous cases, the events are contained in-
side the contour of the object reconstructed and the uptake concentrations of events are 
localized into the regions were the radionuclide was absorbed. This absorption indicates 
regions with higher metabolic activity, which has to be analysed by a specialist for a 
diagnostic. 
(a) Coronal plane (b) Sagital plane
(c) Transverse plane
 
Figure 5.12. Different perspective views of the reconstructed image for 50 itera-
tions.  
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The Figure 5.13 shows the images reconstructed before using the functions that in-
tegrate the third Toolbox program. This experiment has been selected to show the im-
provements in the reconstructed images after applying the correction algorithm and the 
SSRB method. 
(a) Reconstructed data without applying corrections 
and SSRB methods for 50 iterations.
(b) Reconstructed data without applying SSRB 
Method for 50 iterations.
(c) Reconstructed data applying corrections and 
SSRB methods for 50 iterations.  
Figure 5.13. Reconstructed image for 50 iterations after functions ‘getSinogram.m’ 
(a), ’rebSSRB.m’ (b) and ‘My_MLEM.m’ (c) have been applied.  
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As can be seen in the Figure 5.13 (a), before applying the corrections the image is 
not complete. This is the reconstruction of the coincidence events sinograms. It can be 
seen how during the acquisition process some information is missed appearing as stripe 
artifacts in the image. The result is improved when the correction is applied as can be 
visualized in the Figure 5.13 (b). The last image, Fig. 5.13 (c), shows how the result can 
be enhanced by adding the oblique planes to the transaxial. This is due to the increase of 
information per plane. 
 
Another comparison can be tested: the contrast between reconstructed images for 
different δ span. In the Figure 5.14 (a), can be shown the image reconstructed from the 
matrix δ = 1. On the other hand, the Fig.5.14 (b) shows a reconstructed image where the 
entire δ sets have been added to the final matrix. Comparing these images can be seen 
how the quality of the image improves when more information is added before the re-
construction. This addition of information makes it easier to detect sensitive areas.  
 
 
Figure 5.14. Reconstructed image for 50 iterations for different values of delta in 
the rebinning process. (a)Rebining for δ=1 (b) Rebinning for δ between 0 and 23.  
Finally, with all the information obtained in this experiment, the object scanned in-
side the FOV can be reconstructed. This is done to recognise the object and demonstrate 
that the information is processed for 3D. In the Figure 5.15 can be seen the 3D image of 
the object inside the Inveon scanner for different views. 
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(a) Coronal plane, upper view (b) Coronal plane, lower view (c) Sagital plane, right view (d) Sagital plane, left view
(e) Transverse plane, slices 1 to 80
(f) Transverse plane, slices 80 to 159 (g) General view
 





5.3. Results of the implementation performance evalua-
tion 
In this section are going to be shown the computational time and the maximum pro-
cessing time of the functions from the tests. The computer characteristics are relevant 
information because the computer efficiency affects directly to the implementation per-
formance and execution time. In this case, the processor is Intel(R) Core(TM) 2Duo on 
a CPU of 3.00GHz with a RAM of 4GB and the OS is Windows 7. 
Each test to each data set has been done 5 times. The time shown is the mean ob-
tained for these 5 simulations. In the first set of simulations the function that generates a 
LM file is tested.  
Creation of a LM file 
The first test is based in the number of events. This simulation has been selected to 
test if the number of events has influence in the function execution time. The results 
obtained can be seen in the Table 5.1.  
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 1 0 1.981 Bins to coordinates, 67 
Shuffle coordinates, 32.3 
1000 50 180 0 1 0 63.488 Bins to coordinates, 75.7 
Shuffle coordinates, 24.3 
10000 50 180 0 1 0 21220.999 Bins to coordinates, 0.71 
Shuffle coordinates, 99.24 
As can be seen, the time needed for the execution increases exponentially with the 
number of events. The enormous increase of time is directly associated with the time 
expended by the function responsible to shuffle the coordinates. 
In the second simulation the number of events has been combined with the addition 
of noise. In this manner it can be detected if the addition of noise affects to the perfor-
mance time. The results obtained can be seen in the Table 5.2. 
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 1 0 1.981 Bins to coordinates, 67 
Shuffle coordinates, 32.3 
100 50 180 1 1 0 0.520 Bins to coordinates, 79.3 
Shuffle coordinates, 10.1 
1000 50 180 0 1 0 63.488 Bins to coordinates, 24.3 
Shuffle coordinates, 75.7 
1000 50 180 1 1 0 0.187 Bins to coordinates, 83.4 
Shuffle coordinates, 8.6 
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These results show an interesting behavior, when the noise is added the time needed 
to process the information is lower than when there are not external interferences in the 
data. 
The results of the third simulation can be seen in the Table 5.3. This simulation has 
as objective to compare the computing time between one and two planes for 100 and 
1000 events.  
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 1 0 1.981 Bins to coordinates, 67 
Shuffle coordinates, 32.3 
100 50 180 0 2 0 10.844 Bins to coordinates, 70.1 
Shuffle coordinates, 28.7 
1000 50 180 0 1 0 63.488 Bins to coordinates, 24.3 
Shuffle coordinates, 75.7 
1000 50 180 0 2 0 1211.879 Bins to coordinates, 7 
Shuffle coordinates, 93 
In this case, when the number of events is constant, it can be seen the time depend-
ence with the number of planes. The time increases by a factor of 5.47 in the first case 
and by 19.08 in the second case, being 3.4 times higher. This table demonstrates the 
difference in the processing time needed by the functions when the number of events 
changes from 100 to 1000. When the number of events is 100 the maximum processing 
time is used by the function that converts the bins to coordinates. Meanwhile, when the 
number of events is 1000, the maximum processing time is used by the function that 
shuffles the coordinates. 
LM file in 3D 
The fourth simulation is based in the relation between the number of events and the 
value of θ. The aim of this performance test is to detect if there is an increase of time 
when θ increases. Notice that for the 3D case θ is different to 0.  
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 2 15 87.600 Bins to coordinates, 69.3 
Shuffle coordinates, 29.7 
100 50 180 0 2 50 81.412 Bins to coordinates, 68.1 
Shuffle coordinates, 31,7 
1000 50 180 0 2 15 12226.833 Bins to coordinates, 5.5 
Shuffle coordinates, 94.1 
1000 50 180 0 2 50 12214.662 Bins to coordinates, 5.5 
Shuffle coordinates, 94.5 
The Table 5.4 shows how the selection of θ doesn’t affect to the execution time, nei-
ther to the relation of time spent by the different functions. 
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The last test is for the function that generates LM files is for the 3D case. In that 
case we compared the time needed when the value of θ is 0 and higher than 0. The 
number of events tested is 100 and 1000, as in previous cases. 
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 2 0 10.844 Bins to coordinates, 70.1 
Shuffle coordinates, 28.7 
100 50 180 0 2 15 87.600 Bins to coordinates, 69.3 
Shuffle coordinates, 29.7 
1000 50 180 0 2 0 1211.879 Bins to coordinates, 7 
Shuffle coordinates, 93 
1000 50 180 0 2 15 12226.833 Bins to coordinates, 5.5 
Shuffle coordinates, 94.1 
The Table 5.5 demonstrates that even having the same number of planes, if θ is 0, 
only the transaxial planes have to be calculated. This affects to the execution time need-
ed being lower if θ is 0. Notice that when θ is different than 0, which corresponds with 
the 3D case, the oblique planes are added to the transaxial planes. 
LM to sinogram 
In this set of tests, the efficiency of the function that histograms LM files is proved. 
This function has been tested for the same simulations as the previous set. This is due 
because when the LM is generated, in each simulation, by the previous function is going 
to be used before the function that histograms LM files. Hence, the parameters that de-
fine the tests are the same for both performances.  
The first test, see Table 5.6, compares the time needed for each performance if the 
number of events increases, starting in 100, raising until 1000 and finishing at 10000.  
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 1 0 0.525 Reading file, 48.2 
Coordinates to bin, 43.7 
1000 50 180 0 1 0 4.825 Reading file, 47.7 
Coordinates to bin, 44.6 
10000 50 180 0 1 0 45.137 Reading file, 48.9 
Coordinates to bin, 43.3 
The results contained in the Table 5.6 show that the execution time is directly pro-
portional with the number of events. The increase of time is related with the increase of 
number of events, with a factor approximately of 10. In this case, in contrast with the 
first simulation the time needed for histogramming the LM data set is negligible. 
In the next performance test, see Table 5.7, the parameters selected are used to 
check if the time oscillates with the selection of noise or not. For that purpose we com-
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pared the option with or without noise. This has been done for different number of 
events to show that the result is not fortuity. 
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 1 0 0.525 Reading file, 48.2 
Coordinates to bin, 43.7 
100 50 180 1 1 0 0.071 Add path, 75.8 
Coordinates to bin, 24.2 
1000 50 180 0 1 0 4.825 Reading file, 47.7 
Coordinates to bin, 44.6 
1000 50 180 1 1 0 0.161 Reading file, 50 
Coordinates to bin, 9.6 
In this simulation can be seen, as in the second simulation of the function that gen-
erates LM files, how the execution time decreases when the noise is added to the image.  
The third simulation shows the time difference when the number of planes increases 
in the 2D case. The results of this simulation can be seen in the Table 5.8. 
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 1 0 0.525 Reading file, 48.2 
Coordinates to bin, 43.7 
100 50 180 0 2 0 1.231 Reading file, 55.7 
Coordinates to bin, 35.4 
1000 50 180 0 1 0 4.825 Reading file, 47.7 
Coordinates to bin, 44.6 
1000 50 180 0 2 0 11.059 Reading file, 56.8 
Coordinates to bin, 37.4 
In the Table 5.8 can be detected that the time needed to histogram a LM increases 
proportionally with the number of planes. For 100 events the factor of increment be-
tween results is 2.3, being 2.29 when the number of events increases until 1000.  
The next simulations are focused in the 3D case. In the fourth simulation, see Table 
5.9, the performance time for different θ values and different number of events is com-
pared. The objective of this test is to observe the dependence of θ with the computing 
time. 
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 2 15 3.411 Reading file, 56 
Coordinates to bin, 37.2 
100 50 180 0 2 50 3.418 Reading file, 56.6 
Coordinates to bin, 36.5 
1000 50 180 0 2 15 33.290 Reading file, 56 
Coordinates to bin, 38.3 
1000 50 180 0 2 50 33.129 Reading file, 56.9 
Coordinates to bin, 37.4 
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In this simulation it has been shown how the value of θ when is different to 0, does 
not affect to the time expended. Also, the relative percentage of computing time spent 
by the functions is similar in all the cases.    
The last simulation using the function that histograms LM files, intends to demon-
strate the relation between the 2D and 3D case. For that the number of events increases 
and the value of θ is 0, 2D case, and 15, 3D case. The selection of these values is to test 
the computing time needed to histogram each generated LM. The results can be seen in 
the Table 5.10. 
















Max relative processing time (%) 
100 50 180 0 2 0 1.231 Reading file, 55.7 
Coordinates to bin, 35.4 
100 50 180 0 2 15 3.411 Reading file, 56 
Coordinates to bin, 37.2 
1000 50 180 0 2 0 11.059 Reading file, 56.8 
Coordinates to bin, 37.4 
1000 50 180 0 2 15 33.290 Reading file, 56 
Coordinates to bin, 38.3 
The results demonstrate that when θ is different to 0 the time needed to histogram 
the data-sets is higher than when θ is 0. Besides, it can be seen how the relative percent-
age of computing time is independent of the input parameters, being similar in all the 
cases. 
Image reconstruction 
The last set of simulations is used to assess the performance of the functions con-
tained in the third block of the Toolboox.  The first simulations are to test the relation of 
time with the number of span. In the first test the set of sinograms selected are from δ=0 
to δ=26, meanwhile in the second simulation δ=1. The results obtained can be seen in 
Table 5.11. 






Max relative processing time (%) 
0-52 46.887 Eq. Correction, 85.8 
1-1 1.666 Eq. Correction, 82 
The result of these tests is that when the range of delta increases, the computational 
time increases. Moreover, the relative percentage of the computing time is similar.   
The simulations used to test the function that rebins the sinograms are based on the 
results obtained from the previous simulation. The results after rebinning both cases can 
be seen in the Table 5.12. 
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Max relative processing time (%) 
0-52 8.486 Save Result, 67 
1-1 0.132 Save Result, 50.4 
As in the previous simulations, it is demonstrated that the execution time is directly 
related with the range of δ. Although, the function that spends the major time percent-
age is the same, that in this case is the function Results. 
The last set of simulations is to test the function that reconstructs the images. The 
difference between simulations is based on the number of iterations performed. As has 
been demonstrated in the Fig.5.11, when the number of iterations increases the defini-
tion and quality of the image increases. But this has an effect on the execution time. Due 
to that effect this simulation has been selected. The results obtained in this case can be 
seen in the Table 5.13. 






Max relative processing time (%) 
2 11.238 Muliply Phantom Matrix, 45 
Multiply Ratios, 42.9 
20 101.328 Muliply Phantom Matrix, 49.3 
Multiply Ratios, 46.9 
50 256.701 Muliply Phantom Matrix, 49.4 
Multiply Ratios, 47 
100 505.047 Muliply Phantom Matrix, 49.5 
Multiply Ratios, 47.3 
As can be easily detected, the time needed for the information execution has the 
same relation as the increment of the number of iterations. In other words, the time ex-
pended in each iteration is the same, approximately 0.55 seconds. On the other hand, the 
percentage of time needed by the functions is also similar for all the simulations. This 






In this thesis, the methods and algorithms used by the data processing Toolbox have 
been developed and implemented. The usability of the Toolbox is to reconstruct data 
from PET scanners or design and develop a PET scanner. The Toolbox is divided in 
three main programs. The first part simulates data in LM format based on a numerical 
phantom. The second part of the Toolbox is a histogramming instrument, able to histo-
gram any standardized LM data into a sinogram in the projection domain. The last part 
of the Toolbox was to create an image reconstruction tool. Each part of the Toolbox is 
going to be discussed separately. 
The first part of the Toolbox is the generator of a LM file. This generator is a useful 
tool to test all the functions with numerical simulations. In addition, using a numerical 
phantom the two standarized PET storage methods can be generated: LM files and sino-
grams. To achieve that purpose, the Radon transform equations were adapted to differ-
ent scanner geometry and format of real PET scanner. The SL phantom is the numerical 
phantom selected for the development of this function. At this point, each image bin has 
been converted into a LM event. The problem is that the events are positioned in a se-
quential manner, as they are calculated from the image. In order to solve this problem a 
bootstrapping and shuffling tools are used to obtain more realistic results. Different 
physical effects are not included, so the LM files are not realistic in that manner.  
The study of the function behaviour and its correct performance has been tested. The 
results obtained can be consulted in the Section 5.1. In the work we have demonstrated 
that the sinograms generated and the sinograms histogrammed from the phantom are the 
same. Also, the number of counts obtained from the Toolbox has been tested. The result 
is the same than the value selected by the user. 
The second part of the Toolbox is the histogramming instrument. This function uses 
the modified Radon transform equations to histogram any standarized LM file, from 
different scanners, into sinograms in the projection domain. The equations are adapted 
to the PET scanners format and geometry. If the user does not give all the critical values 
to process the function, the default mode approximates these values. This approximation 
is based on the information contained in the LM file.  
The correct behaviour of this function has been asserted in the Section 5.2. Firstly, 
the function has been tested with simulated LM data from the first part of the Toolbox. 
Once the result ensures the correct performance of the function, the code can be tested 
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with real data. For this thesis, real LM data is from a COMPET scanner. The COMPET 
LM file does not have any basic information about the acquisition process, scanner size 
or expected result. For that reason, the result is only a demonstration.  
The third part of the Toolbox is the function that processes and reconstructs sino-
grams from different sources. Firstly, the sinograms are corrected to reduce artifacts of 
the collection method and improve image quality. During the acquisition process pa-
rameters as the attenuation, normalization and scatter events were collected. The correc-
tions are based on the effects of these parameters on the coincidence events. Afterwards, 
the 3D data is compressed into 2D data. This process is done to reconstruct the images 
using 2D reconstruction algorithms. Dealing with data in 3D is not a trivial issue and it 
has to be managed carefully for avoiding unintentional loss of information or selecting 
inconvenient methods for processing the data. The SSRB algorithm is the compression 
method selected to reduce the size of sinograms. The oblique planes are added to the 
transaxial planes obtaining more accurate results. Once the sinograms have been pro-
cessed, they can be reconstructed using a 2D algorithm as MLEM. The result is an im-
age of the object positioned in the PET scanner either in cross-sectional planes or in 3D.  
This function has been tested in the Chapter 5.3. The results prove that the function 
works satisfactory. The real data, sinograms, have been collected using Inveon and 
COMPET scanners. The results look reasonable in both cases. Due to the lack of infor-
mation for the COMPET LM file, the result obtained is only a demonstration.  
Additionally, the interoperability between functions has been proven. All the func-
tions are able to exchange information between each other sequentially or using external 
information to work independently.  
During the development of the functions mentioned previously, we found out some 
difficulties. In the first function of the Toolbox was learned that histogramming very 
large datasets can be a time-consuming task. This is a natural finding, since the sam-
pling of the modern sinograms is always quite dense. However, the speed was not a 
priority in this work. One solution to solve this problem can be to histogram a LM file 
with higher sampling to lower sampling values. This has been shown in the second sim-
ulation, see Figure 5.4. Despite the resolution decreases, losing quality and detail, the 
performance time improves significantly. Also, the use of rebinning techniques decreas-
es the reconstruction time by reducing the size of sinogram data-sets and the result qual-
ity is satisfactory. 
Moreover, during the development of the equations used to histogram the events 
some problems were found. When real LM data-sets were used, some bins were posi-
tioned in improper locations of the sinogram. The misplaced bins occur for the angular 
positions, ϕ, between 0° and 45°, in a mirrored position from the correct bin location. 
This problem was due to the angle sign in the trigonometric equations. The development 
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of vectorial equations was proposed to avoid this problem, obtaining a sturdier result 
avoiding the mirrored effect. Notice that this effect was not possible to be seen with 
phantom data due to the symmetry of the SL phantom. 
The bootstrap tool is used to estimate statistical properties of PET images based on a 
few data samples. The objective of the first function is to give a realistic appearance to 
the LM data-sets, which can be done in a more efficient way by shuffling the events 
inside the LM randomly instead of using the bootstrapping tool. This solution decreases 
the computational time which was a collateral effect of the bootstrap used to create real-
istic LM data. On the other hand, the bootstrapping tool is independent, can be used 
alone to create statistically similar sinograms by resampling data samples. This is a use-
ful tool during the PET prototype acquisition process. Using the bootstrapping tool si-
nograms based on a single sinogram collected can be generated. This avoids multiple 
scans of the object decreasesing the physicist radiation exposure. Another advantage is 
that the physical phantom measurement can be resampled. 
The Matlab Profiler was used to study the dependence of the function with the input 
parameters. During the execution of the functions some interesting behaviours were 
found. The execution time is related with the number of events, planes, noise and if the 
oblique planes inclination, θ, is different to 0. The number of events and planes are di-
rectly proportional to the performance time. The same can be seen with the parameter θ 
because when θ is different to 0 the execution time is 6.5 times higher than when this 
value is 0. This is due to the creation of oblique planes which increases the number of 
planes. An interesting behavior detected is the dramatic decrease of time to generate and 
histogram LM data-sets with noise. Meanwhile the time needed to histogram a LM data 
with noise is 7.32 times lower than to generate the LM data set, the average is 470.14 
times lower. This fact occurs because when the noise is added the images lose valuable 
information decreasing the content of the LM data. The performance time can be in-
creased exponentially by the function responsible to shuffle the coordinates. Notice that 
this function does not have any effect in the processing time to histogram the LM data 
in contrast with the bootstrapping function, because no information is added to the LM.  
Another parameter that affects the computational time is the range of δ. This param-
eter defines the number of planes merged into a plane, direct and crosses. Although the 
functions with higher usability remain with similar values, the time to process the data 
is proportional to δ. When δ increases the time needed to process the code is higher. 
Further developments can be focused in the calculation of the coincidence, scat-
tered, normalized and attenuated events. The prototype scanner coincidence events have 
been calculated already. At this point, the images can be reconstructed but the result 
would be similar to the Fig.5.13 (a). Incomplete images composed by stripes with and 
without information. In order to improve the result, as in the Fig. 5.13 (c), the corre-
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spondent corrections must be applied to perform a real data reconstruction from the pro-




A modular data processing Toolbox has been created composed by three main func-
tions. A realistic LM data based on a phantom has been generated by the first function. 
The second function histograms any standard LM file into sinograms in the projection 
domain. The third function performs the necessary data corrections and image recon-
struction of the original image scanned. The Toolbox performance satisfies the expecta-
tions and hence it can be used for the development of the PET scanner prototype. The 
Toolbox functions are able to work independently but also being supplied by the out-
come of the previous function. This characteristic shows the interoperation capability 
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APPENDIX 1: HISTOGRAMMING A PHANTOM LIST-MODE DATA 
WITH NOISE 
In the Section 5.1.1 has been seen the histogramming of a LM file based on a SL 
phantom. The data showed is without noise, for that reason it has been considerate ap-
propriated to add the same simulation adding noise to the virtual data. The input param-
eters are: 
• Nevents = 1000. 
• Npix = 50 cm. 
• Nang = between 0 to 180 degrees. 
• noisy = 1. 
• planes = 2. 
• incl = 5 degrees. 
 
The result for this simulation can be seen in the Figure 8.1. As in the Fig.5.1 the differ-
ence between the sinograms based on virtual data and histogrammed from the generated 
LM data is 0. This difference has been checked numerically applying the MSE to the 
generated and histogrammed sinograms. This results means that even adding interfer-
ences to the phantom, the function can generate a LM file that histograms the same si-




































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX 2: RECONSTRUCTING PHANTOM OF INVEON DATA  
The Inveon data, on the contrary than the COMPET data, has several slices with ad-
ditional information to experiment different acquisition tests. In the figure below can be 
seen the phantom measured with Inveon scanner. This image was used in our experi-
ments to test the Toolbox functions. This image was selected due to the simplicity of the 
object which leads to reduce the processing time. 
(a ) Coronal plane (b ) Sagital plane
(c ) Transverse plane
 
Reconstruction of the Inveon phantom stored in sinograms files. The image is 
showed for the coronal, sagittal and axial planes. 
 
 
